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M y medieval ancestors would have had no difficulty with my sub
ject here. "Jewish-Christian hostility?" they would have ex

claimed, somewhat incredulously. "Why that is due to the fact that 
Christians hate Jews. That is all there is to it." This censorious attitude 
did not merely reflect age-old prejudice. It also seemed to comport with 
reality as experienced on a day-to-day basis: the abuses, the vilifications, 
the persecutions. With a few notable exceptions, medieval Jews quite 
generally viewed interreligious hatred as something inevitable, and they 
found rabbinic exegesis that supported their claims. Rabbinic midrash 
taught that "all the nations of the world hate Israel"; Rabbi Simeon bar 
Yokhai considered the fact that "Esau [interpreted as Christianity] hates 
Jacob" to be an "axiom."l 

With the coming of the Enlightenment and the gradual theological 
shift toward an emphasis on love, these attitudes began to change. Jews 
and Christians became far better acquainted with one another; they dis
covered how much they held in common, and gradually a few brave souls 
replaced the old rhetoric of enmity with a new rhetoric of tolerance and 
amity. Moses Mendelssohn, the great German-Jewish philosopher of the 
Enlightenment, boasted that he had "the good fortune of having for a 
friend many an excellent man who is not of my faith. We sincerely love 
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each other, though we suspect that in matters of religion we hold totally 
different opinions." Mendelssohn's Christian friends, at least in their let
ters to him, agreed.2 Similar expressions of toleration and even philo
Semitism echoed through Holland, France, and England. Throughout 
Western Europe and in America too, enlightened Jews and Christians 
saw a new age aborning.3 

A second look, however, revealed that many Christians coupled their 
love for Jews and support for Jewish rights with the hope that Jews 
would ultimately be incorporated into the Christian fold. In dispensing 
love, in other words, Christians concealed a hidden agenda: to persuade 
Jews to convert to the majority faith. Seen from a Jewish perspective, this 
was a cynical stratagem, a new tactic designed to further the same old 
purpose. Christians still hoped to make Jews see the light, only now, 
rather than coercing them into apostasy, they tried to love them into it in
stead. The verb changed, but the trouble remained the same. Where once 
Christians hated Jews, now they loved them too well and sought to em
brace them too c1osely.4 

To trace this theme fully with all of its many implications for Jewish
Christian relations in modern times would require a full volume in itself. 
My effort here is more modest. First of all, I want to offer several Ameri
can examples of love used as a conversionist tool in order to prove that 
this has not just been a European Jewish problem. Second, I shall argue 
that conversionist philo-Semitism inevitably carries with it the insistence 
that Jews, beloved as they may be, remain in various ways inadequate or 
deficient, justifying the effort to Christianize them. Finally, to restore 
some semblance of balance, I shall suggest a series of factors that have 
mitigated interreligious hostilities between Jews and Christians in Amer
ica, conversionism notwithstanding. If my first two sections seem unre
mittingly negative, I promise at least to conclude on a positive note. 

I 

The idea that Jews should be treated with love rather than tortured 
by persecutions has its Protestant roots in the early writings of Martin 
Luther, those that precede the virulently anti-Semitic phase of his life. In 
his That Jesus Christ Was Born a jew, Luther deplored Catholic behavior 
toward the Jewish people, and insisted that "if we really want to help 
them, we must be guided by Christian love, not by popish legalism." 
Luther made no attempt to hide the conversionist aims that underlay his 
strategy. By receiving Jews cordially and allowing them to trade and 
work amidst Christians, he thought that "some may be won over." "So 
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long as we treat them like dogs," he continued, "how can we expect to 
work any good among them?"5 

An early echo of this idea in the United States may be found in the writ
ings of Dr. Abiel Holmes, grandfather of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
Jr. In the biography of his father-in-law, Ezra Stiles (1798), which was 
subsequently quoted by Hannah Adams in her History of the Jews 
(1812), Holmes lamented that "instead of being treated with that hu
manity and tenderness which Christianity should inspire, they [Jews] are 
often persecuted and condemned as unworthy of notice or regard. Such 
treatment tends to prejudice them against our holy religion, and to es
tablish them in their infidelity." Holmes naturally held Stiles up as a 
counterexample for his "civility and catholicism towards the Jews." He 
then proceeded to associate this benevolence with missionizing, deplor
ing the fact that other Americans were not doing "what ought to be done 
towards the conversion of this devoted people."6 

Christian missions to American Jews, when they began in 1816, took 
up Holmes's challenge and accepted the relationship between loving and 
converting Jews as a self-evident proposition. The numerous publications 
of the American Society for Meliorating the Condition of the Jews, for 
example, regularly condemned Jewish persecutions and described the 
state of the Jews in heartrending terms that indicated genuine feelings of 
contrition. Israel's Advocate, the missionary society's first newspaper, 
lived up to its name-given Protestant assumptions. Jews, of course, 
viewed the title-and indeed the titles of many subsequent missionary 
publications-as pure deception. They looked with similar disdain upon 
most other missionary activities, for what Christians saw as charity and 
benevolence, manifestations of their own boundless love for God's peo
ple, Jews scorned. "You mock us," a Jewish opponent of missionaries 
sneered, "by offering to bribe us like children with toys.m 

A remarkable illustration of these two contradictory perceptions-the 
missionary view that one loved Jews by converting them, and the Jewish 
view that interpreted this exchange of love for Jewish souls as pure brib
ery-may be seen in the following citation from the twentieth report of 
the American Society for Meliorating the Condition of the Jews' Board of 
Directors: 

And here the Board would pause a moment, while they would en
deavor to impress on the minds of their Christian friends and brethren, 
what they believe to constitute the true secret of successful effort upon 
the Jewish mind. It must be approached through the heart. We must 
make them feel that we love them, and desire to do them good. For how 
many years, nay centuries, has a different course been pursued by the 
Christian world? Ever since the days of the persecutions, when the Jews 
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were hunted outlaws, what have we done to make them love us? What 
have we done to make them think otherwise than that we were still, as 
of old, the enemies of their religion and their race? We have complained 
of the bitterness of their prejudices, the hardness of their heatts, and 
their unconquerable aversion to Christianity; nay some have gone so far 
as to express an utter want of faith in the possibility of their conversion 
through any human means. But, during all this time, we have done 
nothing for them; we have not gone among them, nor invited them 
among us. We have been willing at heart that they should remain as 
they have been, a separate people; nay, some of us have often shrunk 
from the idea of daily and intimate fellowship with a Jew. Let us hon
estly confess it-the prejudice and bigotty have been ours scarcely less 
than theirs, and why should we wonder at the result? But approach a 
Jew (as we have recently been led to do) in the spirit of kindness and 
Christian love, visit him in his distress, speak comfortably to him, let 
him see that we desire to relieve his wants, and we find that he has the 
heart of a man, and that it will respond to our own •••• 

Our missionary has already made himself extensively respected, and 
even beloved, among the Jewish population of this dty. His visits, in
stead of being repelled with rudeness, are looked for and welcomed; the 
Bibles he carries with him, insread of being rejected, are gratefully re
ceived, read and treasured; the children cluster round him when he en
ters their humble apartment, and often welcome him with a kiss; nay, 
he has been saluted in this affectionate manner by aged men! What a 
revolution is here begun in the Jewish heart!S 

According to this missionary perspective, the frustrating failure of ear
Her efforts to convert Jews stemmed from the inadequate amounts of love 
devoted to the enterprise. Jews had to feel loved before they would con
vert. When they did feel love, in tangible form, the results according to 
this report seemed most promising. Jews, needless to say, read this same 
account quite differently. To them it stands as startling confirmation of 
what Isaac Mayer Wise called missionaries' "rascality."9 

The link between loving Jews and converting them has by no means 
been confined to missionaries. lO Zebulon B. Vance, North Carolina's 
prominent governor and then senator, was without doubt friendly to
ward Jews, and his frequently delivered address entitled "The Scattered 
Nation" -a so-called "classic of American eloquence" -was one of the 
more outspoken pleas on their behalf in all of late nineteenth-century 
America. Vance termed the Jew "the most remarkable man of this world 
-past or present" and viewed Jewish history as "the history of our civi
lization and progress in this world and our faith and hope in that which is 
to come." He pointed out the Jewish roots of Christianity ("Strike out all 
of Judaism from the Christian church and there remains nothing but an 
unmeaning superstition"), enumerated various "debts" Christians owed 
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to Jews, described Jewish "characteristics and peculiarities," and held up 
to shame the persecutions and sufferings meted out against Jews "by 
Christian people and in the name of Him, the meek and lowly, who was 
called the Prince of Peace and the harbinger of good will to men." 

Yet for all the love that Vance genuinely felt toward Jews, he nevenhe
less believed that "the Christian is simply the successor of the Jew," and 
that the Jews would ultimately abandon "their exclusion and preserva
tion." He looked to the day when Jews would become "as other men," 
learning "that one sentence in our Lord's prayer which is said not to be 
found in the Talmud and is the key-note of the differences between Jew 
and Gentile, 'Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive them who trespass 
against us.' " Vance did not come right out and call upon Jews to conven, 
but Christians in his audience surely understood the conversionist pre
millennial tenor of his words: 

So may the morning come, not to them alone but to all the children of 
men who, through much tribulation and with heroic manhood, have 
waited for its dawning, with a faith whose constant cry through all the 
dreary watches of the night has been, "though He slay me, yet will I 
trust in Him!"" 

By the twentieth century, the "love" approach to the so-called Jewish 
problem had become broadly accepted, in line with the general move
ment from fear to love in American Protestant theology. At the two 
world conferences On Jewish evangelization, chaired by America's great 
Protestant lay leader, John R. Mott, and held in Budapest and Warsaw in 
1927, everyone professed to love Jews. The volume that emerged from 
these conferences, entitled The Christian Approach to the Jew, carried a 
fonhright philo-Semitic declaration: 

We desire to put on record our goodwill and friendly feeling toward the 
Jewish people; we deplore the long record of injustice and ill-usage of 
Jews on the part of professedly Christian people; we declare such con
duct to be a violation of the teaching and spirit of Christ, and we call 
upon Churches and Christians everywhere to oppose injustice and iIl
usage ofJews .•.• 

That done, conference members settled down to discuss at length "the 
urgent and growing need for special evangelisation among the Jews of the 
world." From the point of view of those assembled, the interrelationship 
of love and conversion was simply assumed.12 The assumption contin
ues, at least in many evangelical circles, down to the present dayY 
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n 
For all that Jews may have condemned those who equate love with 

conversion, they have surely preferred them to enemies of old who relied 
on persecution to effect the same end. Christian missions to American 
Jews never resulted in Jewish martyrdom, and even those who converted 
to Christianity of their own free will were free to convert back if they so 
chose. In their battles for equal rights and against prejudice, and later in 
their Zionist efforts, Jews knew that they had allies in the evangelical 
camp. The 1891 Blackstone Memorial, the influential resolution entitled 
"Palestine for the Jews," signed by leading Americans and presented to 
President Benjamin Harrison, is only the best known of many such Chris
tian endeavors on Jews' behalf.14 For their part, Jews could hardly af
ford to be too troubled by support from those who sought ultimately to 
convert them. As a beleaguered minority group, they quite understanda
bly accepted help from anyone kind enough to extend it. 

Still, despite these pro-Jewish efforts, those who sought to convert 
Jews could not escape casting aspersions on the religion they wanted 
Jews to leave. No matter how often they sang Jews' praises, they still had 
to insist that Jews were deficient, lacking in those advantages that ac
crued to all who recognized Jesus as the Messiah. By definition, a conver
sionist had to believe that Jews were beset by faults that only conversion 
could cure. This being the case, one can understand why Jews have so of
ten classed those who profess to love them in the same category as those 
who openly hate them, for both alike have criticized Jews in ways that 
Jews find offensive. 

Typical love-inspired criticisms of Jews may be found in the address 
delivered by the Rev. Philip Milledo)er, later president of Rutgers, at the 
1816 organizational meeting of the American Society for Evangelizing 
the Jews (the name was changed to Meliorating the Condition of the Jews 
in 1820, when a state charter was obtained). Milledoler, describing the 
state of the Jews, referred to the "strong plea of humanity" that inspired 
the missionary effort being undertaken. "Is not their situation," he cried, 
"calculated to excite our sympathy and call forth our exertions? And 
shall we slumber in apathy over their tremendous misery?" The misery 
he had in mind consisted of such things as that "with the New Testa
ment, which is founded upon and indissolubly connected with the Old, 
the great body of that people are almost wholly unacquainted." That 
"though arraigned and condemned before the bar of God, and their own 
consciences, as sinners, yet by the deeds of the law they still hope to be 
justified before God." That "their religious exercises are scarcely con-
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ducted with the form, much less with the spirit, of devotion." And that 
they suffer from "laxness of morals ... the female character among them 
holds a station far inferior to that which it was intended to occupy by the 
God of nature of providence." In short, from Milledoler's perspective, 
Jews closed their eyes to the obvious truth of Christianity, misread the Bi
ble, were both religiously and morally decadent, and remained in need of 
salvation. IS 

Although Christian criticisms of Judaism have changed since 1816, in 
many cases the charges still sound obnoxiously familiar, at least to Jew
ish ears. The Christian Approach to the Jew, referred to above, reported 
that "the majority of educated Jews have turned to agnosticism or athe
ism. Religious apathy or indifference grows apace, morals have suffered 
... decadence is apparent almost everywhere." It then proceeded to reaf
firm that "the religion of the New Testament is the necessary completion 
of the Old Testament religion," that "misunderstanding of the Old Tes
tament" hindered "the acceptance of the Christian message by the Jew," 
and that Christianity possessed a "higher moral standard" that acted "as 
a deterrent to many Jews. "16 More recently, Gregory Baum, the liberal 
Catholic theologian who has often criticized fellow Catholics for their 
negative attitudes toward Jews, pointed out the painful dilemma that 
makes such criticisms almost inevitable: "It is not easy to proclaim Jesus 
Christ without at the same time implying a negation of the Jews. As the 
Church, we see ourselves as the chosen people replacing the Jewish peo
ple which by its infidelity is considered to have set itself outside the divine 
covenant. That is what Matthew's Gospel already clearly states. "11 

Four themes emerge from this love-inspired Christian critique of Juda
ism that deserve special attention. When Jews talk about Jewish-Chris
tian hostility, these are what they usually have in mind. First, there is the 
manifold problem of Christian triumphalism. All religions have some de
gree of triumphalism attached to them, just as all countries do; trium
phalism is to some extent a function of self-respect. Jews, however, have 
always had considerable difficulty with the frequently encountered 
Christian view that salvation lies only in the church. Perhaps because 
Jews have been taught that the righteous of all nations have a share in the 
world to come, they have taken offense at the notion that so long as they 
refuse to believe in Jesus of Nazareth their eternal prospects are, as one 
nineteenth-century missionary termed them, "dark and dismal even 
when compared with Pagan nations. "18 To Jews the idea that "if we 
don't repent and convert we will nosedive directly into the waiting jaws 
of hell" is anathema.19 

Continuing with this same theme, Jews have also taken offense at the 
triumphalistic view that Christianity is simply Judaism fulfilled. This idea 
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has been traced to the Book of Revelations (2:9, 3:9) and featured promi
nently in medieval disputations.10 In America, Ralph Waldo Emerson 
believed that" Jews have at last flowered perfectly into Jesus," and the 
Catholic World explained in 1878 that "Judaism ... is related to Chris
tianity not as the seed to the plant, but as the well-prepared soil to the 
harvest, as the figure to the reality, as the prophecy to its accomplish
ment, as the harbinger to the King whose coming he announces to the 
populations who are to receive him."ll Jews have always disagreed and 
find Christian doctrines of praeparatio and Verus Israel freighted with 
anti-Judaism. 

Finally, with regard to this first theme, Jews have had trouble with 
triumphalistic Christian millennial views that foresee ultimate Jewish 
conversion. Jews certainly prefer those who call for their ultimate conver
sion to those who work for their immediate conversion. Still, the link 
drawn in so many Christian minds between the much heralded end of 
days and the simultaneous end of the Jewish people is profoundly dis
turbing. Some assume that "the Jews in God's own time will become 
Catholic Christians." Others of a more Adventist bent believe, as 
William Cummins Davis described in his poem "The Millennium," that 
"We'll find the world without a Jew. The Pope, and Devil, known no 
more ... / And Jew and Gentile now the same/ Rejoice to wear the Chris
tian name." On this one point Catholics and anti-Catholics both agree: 
Jews will ultimately disappear.ll 

A second prominent Christian theme that has long been a source of 
trouble to Jews is the idea that the Bible is really a Christian book, con
taining a so-called Old Testament that predicts Jesus' coming and a New 
Testament superseding the Old and bringing forth gospel truth to man
kind. This view, of course, has long been a pervasive one. In America, 
William Holmes McGuffey's Eclectic Third Reader (1836-7) taught a 
full generation that "the Scriptures are especially designed to make us 
wise unto salvation through Faith in Christ Jesus." The "Old Testa
ment," according to the reader, was the Jews' "own sacred volume," and 
contained "the most extraordinary predictions concerning the infidelity 
of their nation, and the rise, progress, and extensive prevalence of Chris
tianity. "13 The New York Observer, in 1865, found it "strange" that 
Jews "cannot see that the Old Testament as well as the New is full of Je
sus Christ." The Church Review charged that "the literature of the pro
phetic books was misapprehended and perverted, as everything else was, 
by the carnally-minded Jews. "14 Such quotations could easily be multi
plied. 

Buttressing all these claims was the fact that many Bibles published in 
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America, particularly in the nineteenth century, contained headings over 
every page and before every chapter that read Christian interpretations 
into the text: "The Prediction of Christ" over Psalm 110; "A Description 
of Christ" over Song of Songs 5; "Christ's Birth and Kingdom" over Isa
iah 9. Translations, from the American Bible Society's edition of the King 
James Bible down to the recent Good News Bible, have also contained 
thoroughly Christological understandings of the original Hebrew. Such 
words as "saviour" and "spirit" abound, and prophecies from "Shiloh" 
in Genesis to the "Son of Man" in Daniel have been rendered into Eng
lish with an eye toward Christian exegesis and New Testament paral
lels.25 

These theologically charged translations do not, from a Jewish per
spective, capture the literal meaning of the biblical idiom. Instead, they 
distort the text, reduce the sanctity and significance of the Hebrew Bible, 
and engender interreligious hostility. To this day, the arsenals of groups 
such as "Jews for Jesus" are heavily stocked with arguments based on 
biblical prooftexts, and their missionaries, like Moishe Rosen, confi
dently report that "examining the dear continuities between the Old and 
New Testaments can be a fascinating experience for Jews," for "these 
prophecies clearly show that Jesus is our long-awaited Messiah."26 

A third area of hostility between Jews and Christians emerges from the 
word "decadence" which, as we have seen, both nineteenth- and twen
tieth-century critics employed in characterizing the Jewish situation. 
Many Christians-not all-have always assumed that there is a straight
line relationship between Christianity, morality, and modernity, and as a 
consequence, they have looked upon Jews as being both amoral (if not 
immoral) and primitive. The very word "Christian," in popular usage, 
carries with it overtones of morality and civilization, as in the phrase "a 
Christian thing to do." In writing to Thomas Jefferson, the Jewish leader 
Mordecai Noah thus once used the phrase "in the civilized, or if you 
please in the Christian world." Quite a few American Jews, Noah among 
them, similarly took the phrase "you are truly a good Christian" to be a 
high complimentY 

Referring to a few Jews as "good Christians," however, does not solve 
the overall problem of whether Jews can be moral and modern. Mission
aries have usually insisted that Jews cannot be-a view that provoked 
one early critic of missions to charge the whole enterprise with aiming 
"to place the Jew below the level of the Christian. It presupposes the 
former to be in a degraded and uncultivated state, and the latter com
pletely civilized. It recognizes the impolitic principle ... that Christianity 
ought to be the predominant religion; that those who do not profess it 
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must necessarily be immoral persons, undeserving of the rights of citi
zens, and whose condition is incapable of amendment or amelioration, 
under the profession of any other faith. "28 

Various nineteenth-century descriptions of Judaism agreed with mis
sionaries about judaism's primitive character. A popular volume entitled 
The Jew At Home and Abroad, revised from a British edition by the 
American Sunday School Union (1845), reported on "the absurd and su
perstitious practices which are so numerous and diversified in the private 
and public exercises of the Jews. "29 A later work professed to detail 
Jews' "religious prejudices, superstitions, and fables, their sacred rever
ences for trifling traditions and useless ceremonies and customs." Other 
works, particularly the autobiographies of converts, continued to charac
terize Judaism in this fashion down through the twentieth century.30 

Given this view of Judaism-and as readers of Lyman Beecher's A 
Plea for the West (1835) know, Catholics were not treated in any more 
friendly a light-it followed that America for its own good had to be 
Protestant. Daniel Webster spoke for many when he insisted that "the 
Christian religion"-to him synonymous with the Protestant religion
"must ever be regarded among us as the foundation of civil society." If 
that meant that a Jewish school for the poor "would not be regarded as a 
charity" since it taught "doctrines ... contrary to the Christian religion," 
so be it. Similar pronouncements, as Robert Handy has shown, echoed 
down through the nineteenth century and beyond.3' To be full Ameri
cans according to this view, to be seen, in other words, as moral, modern, 
and thoroughly civilized, Jews had to convert. Needless to say,Jews have 
vigorously demurred. 

The last in this sad litany of Christian hostility as seen from a Jewish 
point of view is the problem of the "mythical Jew" and the "Jew next 
door," the clash between received wisdom about ancient Jews and per
ceived wisdom about modern ones. Many Christians have always experi
enced difficulty distinguishing Jews they read about in the Bible from 
those they meet on the street, and they ascribe to the latter characreris
tics, if not indeed guilt, attributed to the former. The editor of the Rich
mond Whig in 1829 may have been somewhat carried away when he 
wrote that: 

When we see one of this people, and remember that we have been told 
by good authority, that he is an exact copy of the Jew who worshiped in 
the Second Temple two thousand years ago-that his physiognomy and 
religious opinions-that the usages and customes of his tribe are still 
the same, we feel that profound respect which antiquity inspires.32 
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Still the sentiments he expressed have found many echoes. 
Had "profound respect" been the universal response to this anachro

nistic view of Jews, it seems safe to assume that Jews would happily have 
overlooked the problem. Unfortunately, however, that was not to be. In
stead, many Jews have found themselves pilloried not only for their own 
sins, but for the reputed sins of their ancestors. Thus the abolitionist 
leader William Lloyd Garrison once attacked Mordecai Noah as "that 
lineal descendant of the monsters who nailed Jesus to the cross between 
two thieves," and concluded that "Shylock will have his 'pound of flesh' 
at whatever cost. "33 Oliver Wendell Holmes admitted that he grew up 
with the view that Jews formed "a race lying under a curse for their obsti
nacy in refusing the gospel." Others remember being chased with cries of 
"Christ-killer" and "sinner. "34 

Problems connected with Christian efforts to reconcile the increasingly 
apparent differences between the "mythical Jew" and the "Jew next 
door" cannot be considered here.35 Suffice it to say that Jews have found 
it particularly galling to discover that even when they have gone to great 
lengths to "modernize" themselves by conforming to Western norms 
they continue to be viewed as if nothing had changed for them since 
Pharisaic days. Missionaries, indeed, have quite generally viewed all devi
ations from strict Orthodox Judaism to be anathema;36 to their mind, as 
we have seen, modernization cannot take place without Christianization. 
According to this way of thinking, Jewish history ceased to develop inde
pendently soon after the year 1, for "with the appearance of Christ, the 
account of the Jewish branch of the church properly ends." Jews from 
then on could only be acted upon; they could not act themselves. Jews 
alive today are consequently fossils. Modem Jews are a contradiction in 
termsY 

III 

I have so far portrayed Jewish-Christian relations in the United States 
in rather dismal tones. I have argued that many Christians love Jews by 
trying to convert them, and that they express their love of Judaism by in
sisting on the superiority and ultimate triumph of Christianity. In making 
these claims, I have wandered with seeming abandon across the full spec
trum of American Christianity, ignoring critical theological differences, 
and I have leaped back and forth across two centuries in time, ignoring 
obvious historical changes. I have done this deliberately to suggest the ex
istence of an ongoing Christian tradition, deeply troubling to Jews, cen-
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tered neither in anyone Christian denomination nor in any single histori
cal period, and available for use as part of the cultural baggage that 
American Christianity carries on its back. 

It would, however, be a gross distortion to imply that this tradition 
forms the sum and substance of Jewish-Christian relations in the United 
States, for precisely the opposite is true. Jewish-Christian hostility in the 
United States has always been balanced by genuine manifestations of am
ity. Jews who interact socially with Christians know that not every Chris
tian seeks to convert Jews, nor does every Christian wish that Judaism 
would disappear. To underscore this point-forgotten with surprising 
frequency by those who write on this subject-I shall now switch direc
tions and briefly outline five factors that promote Jewish-Christian har
mony in the United States, mitigating problems that do exist. I do not 
claim that these are the only factors involved, nor that they have invaria
bly succeeded in thwarting the kinds of love-inspired anti-Jewish sallies 
that I have enumerated. I do maintain, however, that any discussion of 
Jewish-Christian hostility would be incomplete without devoting at least 
some attention to these countervailing tendencies. 

1. Freedom of Religion. The first amendment's guarantee- "Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting 
the exercise thereof" - reiterated by American presidents, duplicated in 
state constitutions, and enshrined in American tradition, generally taints 
as "un-American" anything that smacks of religious intolerance. Conver
sionism, anti-Catholicism, anti-Mormonism, and other expressions of re
ligious zealotry and narrow-mindedness have, to be sure, sometimes elic
ited support from leading Americans; religious liberty in this country has 
always meant different things at different times to different people. But 
constitutional guarantees have at least put those who seem illiberal on 
the defensive. Those, by contrast, who speak out on behalf of boundless 
religious tolerance generally win far more widespread approvaL 

2. Religious Pluralism. Even before the Revolution, American social 
and religious diversity mandated the reality of pluralism among some 
Protestants. A denominationalist conception of the church arose which, 
within limits, accepted each Protestant communion as acceptably Chris
tian, differences notwithstanding. Full religious pluralism followed logi
cally, many coming to accept the view that all who love and fear God 
may claim legitimacy. This widely embracing idea-preserved in such 
phrases as "one nation under God" -permitted Jews an equal place in 
the panoply of American religion. As early as 1789, when Philadelphians 
celebrated their state's ratification of the Constitution, onlookers wit
nessed a parade of "the clergy of the different Christian denominations, 
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with the rabbi of the Jews, walking arm in arm. "38 In 1860, a Jew was 
for the first time invited to deliver the prayer opening a session of Con
gress.39 Later, Jews and various Christian denominations formed tempo
rary informal coalitions based on shared common interests. While, as we 
have seen, pluralism continued to have its opponents, and religious tri
umphalism never did die, the fact that America's religious tradition made 
a place for Jews has again meant that those who deny Jews independent 
religious legitimacy must answer to the bar of public opinion. Most 
Americans seem to prefer one or another pluralistic model of religion, as· 
suming as they do that real religion, whatever the brand, must be all 
right. 

3. Voluntaryism. All religious groups in America depend for survival 
on voluntary support from a committed laity. This results in competition 
among different faiths and would at first glance seem to exacerbate ra
ther than inhibit hostility such as that between Jews and Christians. In 
fact, however, competition has in the long run acted as a moderating 
force in American religion. Most religious groups have learned that un
fair or dishonorable competitive practices are responded to in kind, to 
the ultimate detriment of religion generally. Faiths have gained far more 
by promoting their own virtues than by badmouthing opponents, for 
competitors in America are still expected to display respect for one an
other. America's competitive religious situation does, of course, continue 
to promote discord; competition always does. But at least in the case of 
Jews, interfaith rivalry has also had a beneficial effect. Challenges, even if 
they weakened Judaism at first, have ultimately led to changes that made 
for a stronger and more viable Judaism than existed before.4\) 

4. Coalition ism. As American religious groups began to worry about 
their declining influence, issues that divided them tended to loom less 
large than the need to display unity in the face of formidable adversaries. 
Secularism, the advent of new religions, and menacing political develop
ments all posed challenges that cut across denominational lines. Reli
gious coalitions took shape in response. The new stress on common areas 
of agreement did not close off areas of disagreement. Still, the knowledge 
that Jews could serve as valuable allies has resulted in new sensitivity to
ward Jewish concerns, and in some cases-Reinhold Niebuhr's for ex
ample-important theological reevaluations. 

5. Interfaith and Community·Relations Organizations. Organizations 
designed to further "better understanding" between Jews and Christians, 
all of them products of the twentieth century, have played an increasingly 
important role in building a spirit of amity between Jews and Chris
tians.41 Their financial resources, prestige, political savvy, and high-level 
connections have enabled them both to mold opinions, particularly those 
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reflected in the media and in textbooks, and on occasion to shape policy. 
While it is easy to exaggerate the contribution of these groups-often 
their contributions have been more show than substance-they have by 
their existence and message served to counter the idea that Christians 
seek merely to convert Jews, if not one way then another. The National 
Conference of Christians and Jews, for example, goes out of its way to 
emphasize to Christians that "dialogue is not a soft-sell approach to con
version.» It quotes "an evangelical layman" who considers it "illegiti
mate" to utilize dialogue to make converts, and stresses that "the pur
pose of dialogue is not to convert but to create mutual understanding and 
respect. "42 

Of course, five factors43 do not harmonious relations make. There is 
instead an ongoing tension among various Christian approaches to the 
Jew, some reflecting hostility, some amity. The tangled web of conflicting 
Jewish, Christian, and American traditions, the simultaneous attraction 
of contending religious and political ideologies, and the contradictory de
mands of competing authority figures of different persuasions together 
ensure a level of complexity in Jewish-Christian relations that defies at
tempts at glib generalization. Feelings of love and hate, tolerance and 
intolerance, triumphalism and pluralism all coexist uneasily not only 
within different religious groups, but often within individuals themselves. 
At any given moment in American history there has been reason for de
spair and reason for hope. American Jews have experienced trouble from 
Christians, but they have enjoyed manifold blessings from them too. 
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